INTRODUCTION
============

Mismatched base pairs in DNA can arise by several processes. One of their most important sources are the replication errors, i.e. direct misincorporation of bases due to statistical errors during DNA replication, or due to damages, or lesions, in the parental strand, which lead to incorrect recognition and thus incorporation of wrong bases in the newly replicated strand ([@B1; @B2; @B3]). Another mechanism is based on the formation of a heteroduplex between two homologous DNA molecules during the recombination process: if the two DNA strands differ slightly in their sequence, mismatched base pairs may be formed ([@B4]). Mismatches may also be generated in hairpins that are formed between imperfect palindromes existing in repeat-containing sequences, such as microsatellites and trinucleotide repeats ([@B5],[@B6]). An additional special but important path for the formation of mismatched base pairs is deamination of 5-methylcytosine, a modified base that is present in the DNA of many organisms. In this case, the deamination product is thymine and a GT mismatch is generated ([@B7]).

Base mispairs can be hazardous to the cell in altering its ability to transfer the information content of DNA. In particular, mismatches may result in point mutations that are potentially harmful, depending on where they occur in the genome. Consequently, every organism has evolved a variety of control and repair strategies based on complex enzymatic machineries responsible for the maintenance of DNA integrity. In particular, mismatches are recognized and repaired by specific enzymes, which constitute the mismatch repair (MMR) system. The MMR system is based on a complex network of interactions between various enzymes and is closely related to the other systems recognizing and signaling lesions (base-excision repair, nucleotide-excision repair, methyl-directed repair, etc.) ([@B8]).

In addition, it is well established that most human tumors develop through a succession of genetic and epigenetic changes and that high frequency of mutations is clearly correlated to cancerogenesis. For instance, mutations of oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes, such as p53 and BRCA ([@B9]), and sequence instability of microsatellites ([@B10],[@B11]) are directly related to the occurrence of inherited cancers. Finally, the importance of DNA repair in the prevention of carcinogenesis has been recently highlighted by finding a direct correlation between the defective DNA MMR and hereditary colon cancer ([@B12]).

In terms of molecular recognition, repair of DNA mismatches requires that the correct base in the mispair is distinguished from the incorrect one. Since both bases in a mispair are regular constituents of DNA, this recognition is much more challenging compared with the recognition of damaged bases, which are structurally altered compared with the common DNA bases. For instance, the specific recognition of GT mispairs by the MutS enzyme is fascinating, because they are thermodynamically only slightly less stable than the Watson--Crick base pairs ([@B13]) and induce only a slight structural modification of duplex DNA ([@B14; @B15; @B16; @B17; @B18]). Therefore, studies aimed at a deeper understanding of the recognition of mismatches by repair enzymes have raised continued attention for more than a decade. Several models have been proposed to rationalize the mechanisms of mismatch recognition, but these are still poorly understood ([@B14]). Given the complexity of these processes the task is highly challenging and requires several approaches, such as genetic, biochemical and chemical ones. In particular, a chemical tool for studying mismatch recognition is represented by small molecules that, similar to the mismatch-recognizing enzymes, can bind base mispairs with a high selectivity over fully paired DNA. Such mismatch-binding ligands (*mismatch binders*) may eventually interfere with the repair systems with negative or positive consequences, leading to inhibition ([@B19]) or promotion of repair, and thus display high therapeutic potential.

DNA mismatches constitute sites of reduced thermodynamic stability compared with Watson--Crick base pairs ([@B20; @B21; @B22]), which leads to enhanced conformational dynamics ('*breathing*') and may facilitate the insertion of classical intercalators and various drugs into these sites ([@B23; @B24; @B25]). The design of mismatch binders usually takes advantage of this local conformational suppleness, although it is only modest, restricted to two to three adjacent base pairs and depends on the type of mismatch. Importantly, beyond the specific mismatch recognition motifs efficient mismatch binders should feature unfavorable interactions with Watson--Crick base pairs as well as with grooves, to ensure low binding to the fully paired DNA and high selectivity for the mismatches. Thus, in the past decade several series of mismatch-recognizing agents have emerged. Among these are molecular systems that operate via intercalation, such as rhodium-based metalloinsertors, which preferentially bind to CC and CA mismatches ([@B19],[@B26],[@B27]), or via bis-intercalation, such as bis-naphthyridine derivatives that selectively bind to GG and GA mismatches ([@B28; @B29; @B30; @B31]). Minor groove binders such as imidazole-rich polyamides have also been shown to selectively bind to the GT mismatched sites, recognizing the geometric modifications of the grooves induced by this mispairing ([@B32; @B33; @B34]). In another approach, we have shown that a macrocyclic bis-acridine compound (**BisA**, [Chart 1](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) recognizes base-pairing defects, like abasic sites ([@B35],[@B36]) and thymine-containing mismatches, such as TT, TC and, to a lesser extent, TG-mismatched base pairs ([@B37]), via a putative threading bis-intercalation mode. Moreover, insertion of **BisA** at TX-mismatch sites induces a displacement of the thymine into an extrahelical position, as shown by the susceptibility of the flipped-out thymine to oxidation by KMnO~4~. This established for the first time that base flipping, which is characteristic of DNA methyltransferases and DNA glycosylases ([@B38],[@B39]), can also be performed by a small molecule ([@B37]). Subsequently, several studies have shown that other mismatch binders, such as naphthyridine dimers ([@B40],[@B41]) and bulky rhodium-containing metalloinsertors ([@B27],[@B42]) are also able to displace bases into extrahelical positions. Chart 1.Structures of macrocyclic ligands and acyclic control compounds used in this study. The charges correspond to the presumable protonation sites at pH 6.0. All ligands were handled as hydrochloride salts.

Beyond their potential usefulness for interfering with the MMR system, the mismatch binders may also serve in genetic diagnostics for the detection of point mutations and single-nucleotide polymorphism typing ([@B43],[@B44]). Towards this objective, several mismatch-binding ligands have been endowed with cross-linking ([@B45]), photoactive ([@B46],[@B47]) or fluorescent groups ([@B48]). Such molecular probes could complement the number of chemical, physical and enzymatic methods ([@B49; @B50; @B51]) developed for mismatch detection since most exhibit drawbacks and/or questionable reliability ([@B52]).

In order to get deeper insight into the interaction of macrocyclic compounds, such as **BisA**, with mismatches, we carried out a systematic study aimed at the determination of structural factors that determine the binding, as well as the stoichiometric and thermodynamic parameters of the binding event. To achieve this goal, we extended the macrocyclic series by several analogues of **BisA** and studied their mismatch-binding properties by a number of biochemical and spectroscopic methods. First, we prepared a derivative with amine-terminated side chains in the linkers between the two acridine units (**BisA-NH~2~**, [Chart 1](#F9){ref-type="fig"}), which provides a higher cationic charge as well as possibility for further functionalization. Second, to evaluate the importance of stacking interactions the acridine units were replaced by smaller naphthalene moieties (**BisNP**). Finally, we prepared the control compounds **DMA1**, containing two acridine units linked in an acyclic framework, and **MonoNP**, containing one naphthalene unit endowed with two side chains identical to the linkers used in **BisNP**. In the current work, we report the binding properties of this novel series of ligands towards thymine-containing mismatched DNA duplexes and their fully matched counterparts, studied with a set of biophysical methods, i.e. thermal denaturation, mass spectrometry and fluorescent intercalator displacement (FID) experiments. We show that the most efficient ligand of the series, namely **BisNP**, has strong preference for pyrimidine--pyrimidine mismatches, binds them with nanomolar affinity and is able to significantly interfere with binding of the DNA methyltransferase M.TaqI, which binds to a TT mismatch in its recognition sequence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Ligands and chemicals
---------------------

The details of synthesis and characterization of compounds **BisA, BisNP** and **DMA1** have been published elsewhere ([@B53; @B54; @B55]). The preparation and characterization of compounds **BisA-NH~2~** and **MonoNP** are given in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1). The identity and purity of all samples have been confirmed by ^1^H and ^13^C NMR, mass-spectrometric analysis, microanalysis and/or HPLC data. Stock solutions (*c* = 2 mM) of the ligands (hydrochloride salts) were prepared in purified water and stored at 4°C. All buffers were prepared from biochemistry-grade chemicals (Fluka AG, Buchs, Switzerland).

DNA
---

For thermal denaturation studies, the 12-mer oligonucleotides **I** (5′-GTTCGTAGTAAC-3′) and **II~X~** (5′-GTTACT**X**CGAAC-3′; **X** = T, C, G or A) (synthesis scale 200 nmol, purified by RP-HPLC) were purchased from Eurogentec (Seraign, Belgium). The quality of oligonucleotides was confirmed by mass-spectrometric analysis data provided by the manufacturer. The 14-mer oligonucleotides **III** (5′-GGGGTCGTAGTGGC-3′) and **IV~X~** (5′-GCCACT**X**CGACCCC-3′, **X** = T, C, G or A), used in electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) experiments, were obtained from Eurogentec in OliGold quality. The lyophilized oligonucleotides were dissolved in the appropriate buffer to a strand concentration of 500 µM.

For FID and DNA enzyme competition experiments, the 17-mer oligonucleotides **V~Y~** (5′-CCAGTTCG**Y**AGTAACCC-3′; **Y** = T, C, G or A) and **VI~X~** (5′-GGGTTACT**X**CGAACTGG-3′; **X** = T, C, G or A) were purchased from MWG-Biotech (Ebersberg, Germany) and purified by RP-HPLC. The 16-mer oligonucleotides **VII** (5′-GCTCTGCTCG**2**TGCCG-3′; **2** = 2-aminopurine) and **VIII** (5′-CGGCATCG**M**GCAGAGC-3′; **M** = *N*^6^-methyladenine) were synthesized using a 392 DNA/RNA synthesizer (Applied Biosystems, Forster City, CA, USA) and purified by RP-HPLC. Duplexes were formed by heating fully complementary or single-mismatched oligonucleotides in the same buffer as used for M.TaqI binding experiments \[20 mM Tris--acetate, 10 mM Mg(OAc)~2~, 50 mM KOAc, 1 mM DTT, 0.01% Triton X-100, pH 7.9\], but without Triton X-100, to 95°C and slow cooling to room temperature within 2--3 h. Annealing of ODN **V~Y~** and **VI~X~** yielded the 17-bp duplex oligonucleotides **17-YX** and annealing of ODN **VII** and **VIII** yielded the 16-bp duplex oligonucleotide **16-2T**.

DNA thermal denaturation studies
--------------------------------

The thermal denaturation profiles were recorded on a UVIKON XL double-beam spectrophotometer equipped with a thermoelectric temperature controller and an inert-gas port for measurements below the dew-point temperature. The oligonucleotides **I** and **II~X~** (3 µM each) and indicated amount of ligands in sodium cacodylate buffer (10 mM NaAsMe~2~O~2~, 50 mM NaCl, pH 6.0) were heated from ambient temperature to 80°C at a rate of 2.5°/min, kept at 80°C for 5 min, cooled to 5°C at a rate of 1.0°/min, kept at 5°C for 10 min to anneal the duplexes (**12-TX**) and finally heated to 80°C at a rate of 0.5°/min. During the latter ramp, the absorbance was monitored at 260 and 270 nm. The temperatures of DNA-melting transitions, *T*~m~, were determined from the first-derivative plots of absorbance versus temperature. In the case of 17-bp duplexes **17-TX**, the experiments were performed in a buffer solution of lower ionic strength (10 mM NaAsMe~2~O~2~, 10 mM NaCl, pH 6.0) and the concentration of duplexes in samples was 6 µM.

Mass spectrometry
-----------------

ESI-MS experiments were performed with a Q-TOF Ultima Global mass spectrometer (Micromass/Waters). The ESI source was operated in negative-ion mode with a voltage on the spray capillary of −2.2 kV. The negative ions produced by the source were transferred to the mass analyzer using the following experimental settings: cone and RF lens 1 voltages of 100 and 35 V, respectively; source and desolvation temperatures of 70 and 100°C, respectively; source backing pressure of 2.77 mbar; hexapole collision voltage of 10 V. These settings ensured that the 14-mer mismatch-containing duplexes and their complexes remained intact, and that the relative intensities of the complexes were proportional to the relative concentrations in solution. Unless stated otherwise, the injected solutions contained 5 µM of **14-TX** duplexes. The 14-mer duplexes were hybridized by mixing both strands at 50 µM concentration and heating to 80°C for 5 min followed by overnight cooling before storage at 4°C. The duplex and ligand were mixed and diluted to a concentration of 5 µM each, in a mixture of aqueous 150 mM ammonium acetate buffer, pH 6.0 (85%) and methanol (15%), which was added immediately prior to sample injection to increase the ion signals. Knowing the total DNA concentration, the concentrations of free duplex, 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 complexes (two ligand molecules bound to one duplex) were determined from the relative peak areas, *A* (Equations 1--3), and the amount of free ligand was calculated from the mass-balance equation ([Equation 4](#M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The equilibrium-binding constants for the (1 : 1)-type complex, *K*~a~, were then calculated using [Equation 5](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Fluorescence titrations
-----------------------

Fluorescence titrations were performed with a Varian Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer equipped with a thermo-controlled cell holder. For the FID titrations, the excitation and emission wavelengths were set to 520 nm and 615 nm, whereas for titrations with the 2-aminopurine-labeled DNA they were set to 320 and 384 nm, respectively. The spectral bandwidth was 5 nm for the excitation and 10 nm for the emission. The titrations were performed at 25°C in a Suprasil QS cell (Hellma) with an optical path of 1 cm. The DNA and ethidium bromide or **BisNP** concentrations were kept constant throughout the whole titration by adding solutions with the same DNA and ethidium bromide or **BisNP** concentrations in addition to macrocyclic ligands or M.TaqI. The FID titrations were carried out with **17-YX** duplexes (100 nM) and ethidium bromide (333 nM or 1 µM) in M.TaqI-binding buffer. The titrations with M.TaqI were performed with either (I) **16-2T** (100 nM), (II) **16-2T** (100 nM) and **17-TT** (100 nM) or (III) **16-2T** (100 nM), **17-TT** (100 nM) and **BisNP** (2 µM) in M.TaqI-binding buffer. All titration curves were fitted analytically with Excel Solver, using the appropriate equilibrium equations and a numerical simulation of titration (III) was accomplished with Maple ([Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)). The fluorescence decrease, shown in [Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, was calculated from the fluorescence intensity *F*~1.2~ after addition of 1.2 eq. of the ligand with regard to the background fluorescence *F*~background~ (i.e. the fluorescence of the solution without any DNA) and the fluorescence in the beginning of the titration *F*~0~ (i.e. the fluorescence of the DNA-containing solution before addition of the ligand) ([Equation 6](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The relative fluorescence intensity change, shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, was calculated from the fluorescence intensity *F* with regard to the fluorescence at the beginning of the titration, *F*~0~, and the fluorescence at the end of the titration, *F*~end~ ([Equation 7](#M7){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

DNA enzyme M.TaqI
-----------------

The DNA adenine-*N*^6^ methyltransferase from *Thermus aquaticus* (M.TaqI) was overexpressed and purified as reported previously ([@B56], [@B57]). The enzyme was stored in buffer (10 mM Tris--HCl, 300 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 50% glycerol, pH 7.4) at −20°C. The M.TaqI concentration was estimated by UV absorption at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient of 86 600 L/(cm mol).

RESULTS
=======

Thermal denaturation studies
----------------------------

Thermal denaturation of DNA is a rapid and straightforward method for the determination of the stabilization effect of ligands on duplex DNA. The extent of this stabilization provides a semi-quantitative evaluation of ligand affinity towards duplex DNA. Base mismatches significantly reduce the thermodynamic stability of a DNA duplex, and the extent of this destabilization is dependent on the duplex length. As a consequence, the stabilization effect of mismatch-binding ligands becomes more pronounced under conditions of low duplex stability (low ionic strength, short duplexes). Hence, to improve comparison between the various compounds, we chose to use the dodecamer duplexes **12-TX**, significantly shorter than the 17-mer duplexes **17-TX** used in our previous study ([@B37]) and in the FID assay of the present study ([Chart 2](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). However, in both cases the central 7-bp region of the sequence, containing the 4-bp recognition sequence of M.TaqI (5′-TCGY-3′, where Y = A for the natural substrate), was kept constant in order to avoid any misinterpretations that might arise from the sequence selectivity of the ligands and influence of the neighboring base pairs on the stability of mismatched base pairs. Chart 2.Sequences of duplex oligodeoxynucleotides used in this study. **X, Y** = A, C, G or T; **2** = 2-aminopurine; **M** = *N*^6^-methyladenine.

At the employed conditions (pH 6, \[Na^+^\] = 60 mM), the fully matched duplex **12-TA** had a melting temperature of 36.0°C, whereas the mismatch-containing duplexes **12-TG, 12-TT** and **12-TC** denaturated at significantly lower temperatures (27.3, 20.8 and 17.9°C, respectively). The ligand-induced changes of the melting temperatures (Δ*T*~m~) at several ligand-to-duplex ratios (*q*) are listed in [Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1) ([Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)) and represented as a bar graph in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, to facilitate direct comparison between the effect of the various ligands. Figure 1.Ligand-induced changes of melting temperature (Δ*T*~m~) of the fully matched (**12-TA**: black) and mismatch-containing duplexes (**12-TG**: orange, **12-TC**: cyan, **12-TT**: magenta bars) at ligand-to-duplex ratios of *q* = 1 (horizontally hatched bars), *q* = 2 (filled bars) and *q* = 3 (cross-hatched bars, only for **12-TA** duplex); \[**12-TX**\] = 3 µM; estimated error in *T*~m~ determination is ±1.0°C.

All tested macrocyclic ligands strongly stabilize the mismatch-containing duplexes, whereas their effect on the fully matched duplex **12-TA** is much less pronounced. Both bis-acridine derivatives **BisA** and **BisA-NH~2~** stabilize all three mismatch-containing duplexes, with **BisA-NH~2~** showing larger increases of melting temperature, which can be attributed in part to its higher cationic charge (6+ versus 4+ for **BisA** at pH 6.0). Notably, the TC-mismatched duplex **12-TC** was preferentially stabilized with these bis-acridine ligands and in most cases a significant increase in Δ*T*~m~ was observed when the ligand concentration was increased from *q* = 1 to *q* = 2, which indicates that binding was not saturated with one equivalent of ligand. Remarkably, both compounds induce no stabilization of the fully matched duplex **12**-**TA**, even at the highest concentration (*q* = 3). Moreover, a small decrease of *T*~m~ of **12**-**TA** was observed with **BisA-NH~2~** (Δ*T*~m~ = −0.6°C at *q* = 2), which may be attributed to a certain affinity for the single strands.

Likewise, the bis-naphthalene macrocycle **BisNP** induced a pronounced stabilization of the three mismatch-containing duplexes but with a clear preference for the TT-mismatched duplex **12-TT** which was stabilized better than the TC analogue (Δ*T*~m~ = +15.8°C and +14.1°C at *q* = 1 for **12-TT** and **12-TC**, respectively). In this case, the increase of ligand-to-duplex ratio (*q* = 1 to *q* = 2) resulted in almost no significant increase of Δ*T*~m~, which indicates that binding saturation was almost achieved with one equivalent of **BisNP**, revealing a high affinity for the mismatched duplexes. Additionally, only small stabilization of the fully matched duplex **12-TA** was observed even at the highest ligand concentration (Δ*T*~m~ = +1.0°C at *q* = 3) indicating the poor ability of **BisNP** to associate with the matched duplex.

Finally, both acyclic control compounds, **DMA1** and **MonoNP** stabilize the mismatch-containing duplexes to an extent comparable to that of the macrocycles and with a similar preference: the acridine derivative **DMA1** preferentially stabilizes **12-TC**, whereas the naphthalene derivative **MonoNP** has the most pronounced effect on **12-TT**. Most importantly, both control compounds, especially **MonoNP**, show strong stabilization of the fully matched duplex **12-TA** (Δ*T*~m~ = +1.1 and +3.2°C at *q* = 1 for **DMA1** and **MonoNP**, respectively) which was further increased as the ligand concentration was raised (for **MonoNP** Δ*T*~m~ = +6.0°C at *q* = 3). Altogether, thermal denaturation data indicate that both control compounds have much lower selectivity for the mismatched over the matched duplexes as compared with the macrocyclic ligands.

In order to confirm the non-selective binding of the control compounds, thermal denaturation experiments were repeated for **BisNP, DMA1** and **MonoNP** with the longer duplexes **17**-**TX** ([Chart 2](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) that offer additional non-specific matched binding sites. The results ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)) showed that the macrocycle **BisNP** retained pronounced selectivity for the mismatched duplexes, and showed the same behaviour observed with the short duplexes (preference for the TT mismatch and binding saturation almost complete at *q* = 1). In contrast, **DMA1** and especially **MonoNP** displayed significant stabilization of the fully matched duplex **17-TA** (Δ*T*~m~ = +3.5 and +4.9°C at *q* = 1, respectively). Especially in the case of **MonoNP** Δ*T*~m~ values were strongly increased in the presence of two equivalents of ligand, presumably due to pronounced non-selective binding that is consistent with the higher cationic charge of **MonoNP** (4+) compared to **DMA1** (2+). Thus, **MonoNP** was no longer able to discriminate between mismatched and fully matched 17-bp duplexes. Since the charge state and aromatic units of **MonoNP** and **BisNP** are identical, these data highlight that the macrocyclic scaffold is required for suppression of non-selective binding to the fully matched DNA duplexes. Finally, it is worth noticing that the same trends in terms of ligand binding can be inferred from measurements with the two sets of duplexes **12-TX** and **17-TX** ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)), which is important because the **17-TX** set was used for further FID experiments (see subsequently). Figure 2.Ligand-induced changes of melting temperature (Δ*T*~m~) of fully matched and mismatch-containing duplexes **17-TX** (for sequence see [Chart 2](#F10){ref-type="fig"}); \[**17-TX**\] = 6 µM; estimated error in *T*~m~ determination is ±0.5°C. For assignment of data sets see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} caption.

ESI-MS studies
--------------

ESI-MS is a powerful method for monitoring the binding of small molecules to short DNA duplexes ([@B58; @B59; @B60]). Mass spectrometry analysis of complex mixtures requires only minute amounts of sample and, compared with spectrophotometric techniques, provides direct information on the stoichiometry of the interaction for non-covalent complexes. Furthermore, the affinity and selectivity of DNA and RNA ligands may be reliably determined by ESI-MS, since the relative peak intensities are proportional to the relative abundance of the corresponding species in solution ([@B61; @B62; @B63]).

The ESI-MS experiments with mismatch-containing and fully matched duplexes were performed at conditions as close as possible to those of the thermal denaturation experiments, i.e. at a duplex concentration of 5 µM and a ligand concentration of 5 µM (*q* = 1). However, the 14-bp duplexes **14-TX** ([Chart 2](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), containing additional GC base pairs at both termini and having higher thermodynamic stability, were used instead of **12-TX** to minimize dissociation of the duplex into single strands. Duplexes and duplex--ligand complexes were detected at charge states 6-- and 5--. It should be noted that variation of the charge of ligand species (e.g. 6+ for **BisA-NH~2~** versus 4+ for **BisA**) hardly influences the charge of the duplex--ligand complex, since the charge state or the distribution of charge states observed in ESI-MS depend more on the total size of the complex than on the spatial distribution of charges within a complex ([@B60]). Representative ESI-MS spectra of **14-TX** in the presence of **BisA, BisA-NH~2~** and **BisNP** are shown for the charge state 6-- in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. In the case of all mismatch-containing duplexes, the major peak corresponds to the ligand--oligonucleotide complex with a 1 : 1 stoichiometry. The relative abundances of the 1 : 1 complex and of the free duplex vary significantly with the type of mismatch and the nature of the ligand, which reflects differences in the stability of the ligand--DNA complexes. However, in the case of the fully matched duplex (**14-TA**), the 1 : 1 species are much less abundant and barely detectable with **BisA-NH~2~** even at ligand concentration of 12 µM, i.e. at *q* = 2.4 ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B, lower spectrum). This observation indicates that the macrocyclic ligands have much lower affinity to the fully matched duplex than to the duplexes with a mismatch. Figure 3.ESI-MS spectra of duplexes **14-TX** in the presence of macrocycles **BisA** (**A**), **BisA**-**NH~2~** (**B**) and **BisNP** (**C**). \[**14-TX**\] = \[ligand\] = 5 µM, except for **14-TA** and **BisA**-**NH~2~** (B, lower spectrum), where \[ligand\] = 12 µM. The free duplexes are labeled as \[**TX**\]^6--^ and the 1 : 1 complexes as \[**TX** + ligand\]^6--^. The diamonds indicate peaks corresponding to the triply charged single strands, the circles indicate triply charged 1 : 1 complexes with single strands when detected, and the arrows indicate 2 : 1 complexes \[**TX** + 2 L\]^6--^ when detected.

The mass spectra also reveal low--abundant 2 : 1 complexes (peaks marked with arrows in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) in the case of **BisNP** with all the duplexes and for **BisA** with **14-TA** and **14-TG** duplexes. This indicates the existence of a secondary binding site. No 2 : 1 complex was detected with **BisA-NH~2~** ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). Finally, both **BisA** and **BisNP** also bind to the remaining single strands (peaks marked by circles in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This was confirmed by ESI-MS spectra of single strands in the presence of ligands (data not shown). In the case of control compounds **DMA1** and **MonoNP** a general lower prevalence of the 1 : 1 complexes relative to the free duplexes was observed for the three mismatched duplexes ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)).

The peak areas in the mass spectra were used for the calculation of the equilibrium affinity constants, *K*~a~, of the duplex--ligand complexes (Equations 1--5, Materials and methods section), which are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The *K*~a~ values for the macrocyclic ligands, i.e. **BisA, BisA**-**NH~2~** and **BisNP**, and the duplex with a TC or TT mismatch, i.e. **14-TC** or **14-TT**, are in the range 10^6^--10^7^ M^−1^, whereas the affinity to the fully matched duplex **14-TA** is significantly lower, especially in the case of **BisA**-**NH~2~** (*K*~a~ around 10^4^ M^−1^). Moreover, the difference in binding affinity to various mismatched duplexes agrees quite well with the selectivity observed in the thermal denaturation experiments. Thus, the less thermodynamically stable TT and TC mismatches are preferentially bound by the ligands, whereas the TG mismatch is recognized with variable efficiency, depending on the ligand. The highest affinity for TG, TT and TC mismatches was observed with **BisNP**, which is consistent with the *T*~m~ data. Table 1.Affinity constants for binding of ligands to duplexes **14-TX** determined by ESI-MS, and selectivities for the mismatched duplexes compared to the fully matched duplex[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}*K*~a~/10^6^ M^−1^ (Selectivity[^b^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"})**X** = A**X** = G**X** = C**X** = T**BisA**0.10 (1.0)0.32 (3.2)1.8 (18)2.0 (20)**BisA-NH~2~**0.0080[^c^](#TF3){ref-type="table-fn"} (1.0)0.063 (7.9)2.0 (250)1.6 (200)**BisNP**0.20 (1.0)2.0 (10)3.2 (16)14 (70)**DMA1**0.063 (1.0)0.063 (1.0)0.63 (10)0.32 (5.0)**MonoNP**0.083 (1.0)0.25 (3.0)0.25 (3.0)0.56 (6.8)[^1][^2][^3]

To estimate the selectivity of the ligands for the mismatched duplexes over the fully matched one, the *K*~a~(TX)/*K*~a~(TA) ratios were calculated ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The acyclic control compounds **DMA1** and **MonoNP** display both low affinity and low specificity for the mismatched duplexes. However, a small binding preference of **DMA1** for **14-TC** and **MonoNP** for **14-TT** may be noticed, in agreement with the *T*~m~ data ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the macrocyclic ligands **BisA** and **BisNP** showed high selectivity for the TT and TC mismatched duplexes **14-TT** and **14-TC** (16- to 70-fold increased binding affinity compared to **14-TA**). This selectivity was even more pronounced in the case of **BisA-NH~2~** (200- to 250-fold increased binding affinity). Compared to the other ligands, this exceptionally high selectivity is rather due to the much lower affinity for the fully matched duplex than to a higher affinity for the mismatched duplexes. This low affinity to the fully matched DNA was rather unexpected given the high positive charge of **BisA-NH~2~**.

FID studies
-----------

The FID assay is used to investigate binding of ligands to various DNA structures and can provide apparent binding constants ([@B64; @B65; @B66]). In this assay, the DNA is fluorescently stained with a dye, typically ethidium bromide or thiazole orange, which has a low fluorescence or is almost non-fluorescent in the unbound state but becomes strongly fluorescent upon intercalation into DNA. Binding of ligands to the DNA--intercalator complex leads to a displacement of the bound fluorophore that is accompanied by a decrease in fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence decrease as a function of added ligand enables monitoring the binding event and determination of ligand affinity towards DNA. In the present study, we used the FID assay to determine the binding affinities of macrocyclic ligands to the TT mismatch-containing duplex **17-TT**. We chose ethidium bromide as fluorescent intercalator, because its low binding affinity towards double-stranded DNA (about 10^5^ M^−1^) allows quantitative analysis of titration data without the risk of underestimating binding affinities in the nanomolar range ([@B67],[@B68]). The FID assay was performed in a buffer (pH 7.9, 10 mM Mg^2+^ and 50 mM K^+^) which is also suitable for the DNA enzyme competition experiments described subsequently.

Binding of the macrocyclic ligands to the TT mismatch-containing duplex **17-TT**, as monitored by the decrease of the fluorescence signal from ethidium bromide, is shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Addition of all ligands to the **17-TT**--ethidium bromide complex caused a distinct decrease of fluorescence intensity and yielded apparent affinity constants *K*~a~ of 2.9, 3.5 and 6.7 × 10^6^ M^−1^ for **BisA, BisA-NH~2~** and **BisNP**, respectively, which are similar to the values obtained from the ESI-MS experiments ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, only a slight decrease in fluorescence intensity was observed when the macrocyclic compounds were added to the fully matched **17-TA** duplex. No reliable binding affinities could be determined from these titrations because of the low fluorescence decrease. It should be noted that the initial fluorescence intensity of the **17-TA**--ethidium bromide complex is about 20% lower compared with the **17-TT**--ethidium bromide complex which may reflect a lower quantum yield and/or a slightly lower affinity of ethidium bromide for the fully matched duplex. Figure 4.FID titrations (excitation at 520 nm and emission at 615 nm) of **17-TT** (filled symbols) and **17-TA** (empty symbols) (*c* = 100 nM each) in the presence of ethidium bromide (*c* = 333 nM) with **BisA** (squares), **BisA-NH~2~** (diamonds) or **BisNP** (circles). The solid lines represent the analytical fits for a 1:1 binding model.

All three assays (i.e. thermal denaturation, ESI-MS and FID) demonstrate that the naphthalene derivative **BisNP** has the highest mismatch affinity among all investigated macrocycles, and it thus was chosen for further FID screening experiments with all 16 possible base combinations at the variable position. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the relative fluorescence decrease after addition of 1.2 eq. of **BisNP** to all possible **17-YX**--ethidium bromide complexes (the corresponding numeric values are given in [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)). The largest decrease was observed with the DNA duplexes **17-TT, 17-TC, 17-CT** and **17-CC**, indicating a strong binding preference for pyrimidine--pyrimidine mismatches. Figure 5.Relative fluorescence intensity decrease (excitation at 520 nm and emission at 615 nm) upon addition of **BisNP** (*c* = 120 nM) to all sixteen **17-YX** duplexes (100 nM each) in the presence of ethidium bromide (1 µM).

Binding competition with a DNA enzyme
-------------------------------------

A competition assay with the DNA adenine-*N*^6^ methyltransferase M.TaqI ([@B57]) was performed to test whether the small ligand **BisNP** is able to interfere with DNA binding of an enzyme. M.TaqI, like other DNA methyltransferases and DNA glycosylases, flips its target base out of the DNA helix for catalysis and DNA binding can be conveniently monitored by replacing the target adenine with the fluorescent base analogue 2-aminopurine (2Ap) within the 5′-TCGA-3′ recognition sequence. 2Ap forms a Watson--Crick-like base pair with thymine and thus does not alter the structure of DNA significantly. The fluorescence of 2Ap is efficiently quenched when it is stacked inside the DNA double helix, whereas binding of M.TaqI leads to a strong fluorescence increase caused by destacking (base flipping) ([@B56],[@B69],[@B70]). This is illustrated in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A (I) and a titration curve of the DNA duplex **16-2T** containing 2Ap at the target position with M.TaqI is shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B (curve I). In the presence of the TT mismatch-containing DNA duplex **17-TT**, however, M.TaqI preferentially binds to the mismatch-containing DNA ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A, II), which leads to a retarded 2Ap fluorescence increase and the observed sigmoid-shaped titration curve reflects competition between the labeled and unlabeled duplex ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B, curve II) ([@B71]). High-affinity binding of M.TaqI to DNA with a mismatch at the target position is not surprising, since such a behavior has been observed with other DNA methyltransferases before and was attributed to the energetic ease of flipping nucleobases from these thermodynamically weakened sites ([@B72],[@B73]). Regression analysis of this competitive titration curve ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B, curve II) gave an affinity constant *K*~a~ for M.TaqI and **17-TT** of 280 × 10^6^ M^−1^, which is higher than the *K*~a~ value for M.TaqI and **16-2T** of 100 × 10^6^ M^−1^ obtained by direct titration ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B, curve I). When this competition experiment was repeated in the presence of **BisNP** at a concentration of 2 µM ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A, III), the increase of 2Ap fluorescence intensity was much less retarded and the shape of the curve was no longer sigmoidal ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B, curve III). This demonstrates that the binding affinity of M.TaqI to the mismatched duplex had apparently decreased. Regression analysis of this titration curve in the presence of **BisNP** gave an *apparent* affinity constant for M.TaqI and **17-TT** duplex of 55 × 10^6^ M^−1^, which is about five times lower than in the absence of **BisNP**. Since the presence of **BisNP** does not significantly influence the binding of M.TaqI to **16-2T** ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)), this effect can be directly attributed to **BisNP** successfully competing with M.TaqI for the mismatched TT-binding site. In fact, the shape of curve III in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B can be well predicted from the affinity constants of M.TaqI to the DNA duplexes and the measured binding affinity of **BisNP** to the TT-mismatch (*K*~a~ = 6.7 × 10^6^ M^−1^, from FID) by numerical fitting ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)). When the competitive titration was performed with the fully matched duplex **17-TA** instead of **17-TT**, no apparent reduction in binding affinity was observed ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)). Figure 6.Competition of **BisNP** (green) and M.TaqI (blue) for a TT-mismatch in DNA. (**A**) Principle of the competitive binding assay: (I) binding of M.TaqI to a DNA duplex with 2-aminopurine (**2**) at the target position leads to base flipping and a fluorescence increase (yellow) of 2-aminopurine; (II) in the presence of a DNA duplex with a TT-mismatch at the target position, the 2-aminopurine fluorescence increase is retarded; (III) adding **BisNP** to the two DNA duplexes leads to a partial reversal of the fluorescence increase retardation. (**B**) Corresponding fluorescence titration curves (excitation at 320 nm and emission at 384 nm), with I: **16-2T** (100 nM), II: **16-2T** and **17-TT** (100 nM each), III: **16**-**2T** and **17-TT** (100 nM each) in the presence of **BisNP** (2 µM). Solid lines: curve fittings according to a one equilibrium (I) or a two equilibria (II, III) binding model for M.TaqI.

DISCUSSION
==========

We previously reported that the macrocyclic bis-acridine derivative **BisA** selectively binds the TX mismatches with high affinity ([@B37]). Using this ligand as a prototype, we investigated the interaction of two macrocyclic analogues and two acyclic control compounds, having one or two aromatic units, with various mismatch-containing duplexes using three independent biophysical methods. In addition, screening of ligand binding to all possible base combinations was carried out. Finally, we examined the potential of the most promising mismatch binder **BisNP** for interference with a DNA-binding enzyme (M.TaqI).

Ligand structural prerequisites for selective mismatch-binding
--------------------------------------------------------------

Thermal denaturation and ESI-MS studies both demonstrate the crucial role of the cyclic topology of the ligand to obtain high mismatch selectivity. The macrocyclic bis-intercalators are known to adopt a semi-closed conformation with a constrained distance of ∼7 Å between the two aromatic moieties ([@B36],[@B54]). This provides a structural explanation for the observed discrimination between fully matched and mismatched DNA: insertion into fully matched DNA is disfavored because of steric hindrance due to the macrocyclic scaffold. In addition, the short distance between the two intercalator units does not allow bis-intercalation between regular base pairs in line with the nearest-neighbor exclusion principle ([@B74]), as shown for a structurally related phenanthridine dimer ([@B75]). However, it has been previously shown that **BisA** exhibits strong affinity for nucleobases and phosphate residues ([@B53]). When offered a site of low thermodynamic stability (i.e. a base mispair), these macrocyclic compounds obviously take advantage and thread into the helix, as has been observed in the NMR structure of **BisA** bound to an abasic-site-containing duplex ([@B36]). This threading bis-intercalation mode can also be expected for the binding of the studied macrocycles to DNA with a base mismatch, as schematized in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A (III).

Interestingly, the macrocycle **BisNP** shows a considerable enhancement in mismatch affinity compared to the parent bis-acridine **BisA**, which bears the same tetracationic charge. Also the replacement of the central NH by an oxygen atom in the linker was shown to have no influence on mismatch stabilization (data not shown). The main structural difference between the two compounds resides in the size of the cavity delineated by the two intercalators which is smaller in the case of **BisNP** and might be more favorable to a tight trapping of nucleic bases and in particular pyrimidines ([@B53]).

Finally, it is clear that the two control compounds do not feature the same structural advantages as those of the macrocycles because **DMA1** is an acylic dimer of high flexibility and **MonoNP** has a simple flat monomeric structure. As a result, both compounds bind efficiently to the fully matched and mismatched DNA, although retaining a low selectivity for TT and TC mismatches.

Comparison of data obtained by the different methods
----------------------------------------------------

Binding of the macrocyclic ligands to TT-mismatched duplexes was analyzed by thermal denaturation, ESI-MS and FID titrations and the results are compared in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. All methods show that among the three macrocycles, **BisNP** is the best mismatch binder. Taking into account that ESI-MS and FID are two entirely different methods to obtain affinity constants and that relative affinities are evaluated by the *T*~m~ method, the good qualitative agreement between all three methods and the quantitative agreement between the ESI-MS and FID data for the different compounds are remarkable. A possible source for minor deviations are the conditions of the FID experiments, which were performed at higher pH (7.9) than the ESI-MS and *T*~m~ measurements (pH 6.0). This choice of conditions was justified from the viewpoint of compatibility with the enzyme-binding experiments. Since the p*K*~a~ values of the benzylic nitrogens of analogous macrocycles fall in the range 7--9 ([@B76]), it may be assumed that the macrocyclic ligands exist predominantly as tetracationic species at pH 6.0 and as tricationic species at pH 7.9. Thus, the conditions of the FID assay are *a priori* less favorable for ligand--DNA interaction due to reduced cationic charge of the ligands, which minimizes electrostatic contributions. Nonetheless, it is remarkable that even in such conditions strong binding of all three macrocycles was achieved. The absence of pH-dependency of the interaction indicates that mismatch recognition by macrocycles is governed by nonionic forces, likely π--π stacking between the two aromatic units of the ligand and the DNA bases. Figure 7.Comparison between ligand-induced melting temperature increase of duplex DNA (left, *q* = 2) and binding affinity constants determined by ESI-MS (center) and by FID experiments (right) for binding of **BisA, BisA-NH~2~** and **BisNP** to TT mismatch-containing DNA duplexes **12-TT** (*T*~m~), **14-TT** (ESI-MS) or **17-TT** (FID).

Selectivity for pyrimidine--pyrimidine mismatches
-------------------------------------------------

Binding of **BisNP** to the four possible TX base combinations was studied by the three methods and data are compared in [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. As the FID assay showed only little response with duplexes **17-TA** and **17-TG** ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), the binding constants could not be determined and the decrease of fluorescence intensity of ethidium bromide upon addition of 1.2 equivalents of **BisNP** was used to allow comparison of ligand affinity. As a general trend, a preference for TT and TC mismatches was observed though the affinity for the TC-mismatched duplex is less obvious from the ESI-MS data. Finally, binding to the TG-mismatched DNA was clearly weaker albeit a significant stabilization was obtained in thermal denaturation experiments. Figure 8.Comparison between **BisNP** induced shift of melting temperature of **12-TX** (left, *q* = 2), binding constants of **BisNP** to **14-TX** determined by ESI-MS (center) and background-corrected decrease of ethidium bromide fluorescence upon addition of 1.2 eq. **BisNP** to **17**-**TX** (right).

The interaction of **BisNP** with other mismatches was further analyzed by FID screening of all the 16 possible base combinations ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This experiment confirmed the high selectivity for homopyrimidine mismatches (TT, CC and TC), which is rather irrespective of the strand orientation (TC versus CT). These data should be interpreted taking into account the relative stabilities of the different mismatches. Indeed, the stability of internal mismatches is strongly dependent on the sequence context and in particular on the two flanking base pairs. In our case, the studied XY mismatches are in the G**X**A/C**Y**T triplet context and, according to the nearest-neighbor model, the following stability order can be assumed: GG \> GA \> TG \> GT ≈ AG \> AA \> CT ≈ CA ≈ TT ≈CC\> AC \> TC ([@B77]).

Plotting of the FID data as a function of the calculated thermodynamic stabilities (*T*~m~) of the various mismatches ([Supplementary Figure S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1)) allows to draw several conclusions. Firstly, as previously observed ([@B37]), the recognition of the three TX mispairs is inversely correlated with their respective stability. This holds also for the CC and CT mispairs ([Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and S6). Similarly, the poor recognition of the homopurine mismatches (GG, GA, AG and AA) which is comparable to that of TG and GT, is consistent with their higher stability compared with the homopyrimidine mispairs. Finally, the correlation between binding affinity and stability is not verified with the purine-pyrimidine mispairs CA and AC whose stability is quite low. This observation indicates that mismatch stability alone is not sufficient to rationalize all binding selectivities observed for the macrocyclic ligand **BisNP**. Apparently, steric factors like H-bonding patterns and the geometry specific to each mismatch as well as local dynamics also contribute to the mismatch recognition process ([@B78]).

BisNP is able to compete with a DNA-binding enzyme
--------------------------------------------------

To investigate whether small macrocyclic mismatch binders are able to interfere with DNA-binding of much larger endogenous ligands, such as enzymes, we designed a competition experiment using the DNA adenine-*N*^6^ methyltransferase M.TaqI. M.TaqI was chosen based on our precedent work in which M.TaqI, a paradigm for a base flipping enzyme, was used to establish base flipping from mismatches for **BisA** ([@B37]). Although mismatches are not natural substrates of DNA methyltransferases, it was shown that introduction of a mismatch at the target site within the recognition sequence can even increase the protein-binding affinity ([@B72],[@B73]). This is explained by the fact that the mismatched site is thermodynamically weakened compared to the canonical base pair and can facilitate the base-flipping process ([@B73]). A double-competition experiment was devised using a fluorescently 2Ap-labeled duplex and a TT mismatch duplex. Our results demonstrate that **BisNP** is able to weaken the binding of M.TaqI to the TT-mismatched duplex, whereas the binding of the enzyme to the fully matched duplex was not affected. This indicates that **BisNP** interferes with the formation of the M.TaqI--DNA complex by binding to the mismatched DNA. Given the affinity of M.TaqI to the TT-mismatched duplex (*K*~a~ = 280 × 10^6^ M^−1^), these results are very encouraging for further studies on the interference of macrocyclic bis-intercalator-type ligands with the DNA binding of mismatch-recognizing enzymes such as MutS, whose affinity for the mismatched sites is significantly lower (*K*~a~ = 0.2 × 10^6^ − 5 × 10^6^ M^−1^) ([@B15]). Finally, this concept of inhibiting DNA repair enzymes by blocking their DNA substrates with small molecules is of pharmacological interest because these enzymes often counteract the action of clinically used anti-tumor agents ([@B79]).

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Taken together, our results suggest that the challenging discrimination of TX mispairs versus fully matched TA base pairs may be addressed by distance-constrained macrocyclic bis-intercalators such as **BisA, BisA-NH~2~** and **BisNP**. This is shown by thermal denaturation, ESI-MS and FID studies and the very good agreement of these three methods, which allows us to select **BisNP** as the best mismatch binder from the series. Screening experiments with all possible base combinations confirm the strong preference of **BisNP** for homopyrimidine mismatches. In addition, it is demonstrated that the **BisNP** ligand is able to efficiently compete with a DNA-binding enzyme for a single TT-mismatch site.

Recognition of DNA mismatches is under a focus of interest as this may give clues about the initial DNA recognition event(s) triggering the complex repair process. In addition, binding of mismatches by small molecules may provide novel therapeutic alternatives to anticancer therapies. The macrocyclic family studied in the present work thus represents a new class of very efficient and selective DNA mismatch binders. Therefore, these remarkable properties make our compounds valuable candidates to further investigate potential interference with repair enzymes that directly bind mismatched DNA.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn392/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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[^1]: ^a^Experimental conditions: \[**14-TX**\] = \[ligand\] = 5 µM.

[^2]: ^b^defined as *K*~a~(TX)/*K*~a~(TA).

[^3]: ^c^\[ligand\] = 12 µM.
